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Cost estimating is a critical task in the construction process. Building cost estimates using
historical data from previously performed projects have long been recognized as one of the
better methods to generate precise construction bids. However, the cost and productivity
data are typically gathered at the summary level for cost-control purposes. The possible
ranges of production rates and costs associated with the construction activities lack
accuracy and comprehensiveness. In turn, the robustness of cost estimates is minimal. Thus,
this study proposes exploring a range of cost and productivity data to better inform
potential outcomes of cost estimates by using probabilistic cost simulation and computer
vision techniques for activity production rate analysis.

Chapter two employed the Monte Carlo Simulation approach to computing a range of cost
outcomes to find the optimal construction methods for large-scale concrete construction.
The probabilistic cost simulation approach helps the decision-makers better understand the
probable cost consequences of different construction methods and to make more informed
decisions based on the project characteristics.

Chapter three experimented with the computer vision-based skeletal pose estimation model
and recurrent neural network to recognize human activities. The activity recognition
algorithm was employed to help interpret the construction activities into productivity
information for automated labor productivity tracking.

Chapter four implemented computer vision-based object detection and object tracking
algorithms to automatically track the construction productivity data. The productivity data
collected was used to inform the probabilistic cost estimates. The Monte Carlo Simulation
was adopted to explore potential cost outcomes and sensitive cost factors in the overall
construction project. The study demonstrated how the computer vision techniques and
probabilistic cost simulation optimize the reliability of the cost estimates to support
construction decision-making.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In the construction industry, the cost estimate is “an account of the approximate quantity
of material, time, or cost required to complete a construction project” (Carr, 1989). The
cost estimate is often used to present the feasibility and profitability of a potential project
(Elfaki et al., 2014). It also provides cost information for the decision-makers (Doloi, 2013).
The accuracy of an estimate is crucial because it not only determines the successful
completion of a construction project but also impacts the important decision-makings
(Schottlander, 2006). The construction estimator thus plays a pivotal role in producing a
comprehensive cost analysis of a construction project that helps the developer with the
decision-making.

To prepare an estimate, the cost estimator heavily relies on the published cost and
productivity data (Ezeldin & Sharara, 2006). Using historical data manually input from
previously performed projects to build cost estimates has been a common practice in the
construction industry (Hwang, 2016). However, Song and AbouRizk (2008) stated that the
historical data collected from past projects are lack accuracy, consistency, and
comprehensiveness (Song & AbouRizk, 2008). Wu (2014) also discovered a 30%
discrepancy in total scaffolding man-hours between payroll data and the scaffold database
because human errors occurred when updating the database (Wu et al., 2014). Additionally,
due to reliance on cost-control purposes and manual data entry, the cost and productivity
data are typically gathered at a summary level (Song & AbouRizk, 2008). The possible
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ranges of production rates and costs associated with the construction activities are lack
accuracy and comprehensiveness. In turn, the robustness of cost estimates is minimal.

Therefore, probabilistic cost simulation and computer vision are employed in this study for
exploring the probable ranges of cost outcomes and productivity data to optimize the
accuracy of probabilistic cost estimates that will help with construction decision-making.

1.2 Research Methodologies
1.2.1 Probabilistic Cost Simulation
The probabilistic cost estimating approach accounts for each cost item's minimum,
maximum, and most likely values in the cost estimating process. It computes a range of
cost estimates and sensitive cost factors associated with the project (Geberemariam, 2018).
Which the range of probable cost outcomes is aimed to provide flexibility to the decisionmakers in understanding the possible consequences of their decisions (Bakhshi & Touran,
2014). In a previous study, Zhu et al. (2012) compared the deterministic technique with the
probabilistic approach to computing the life cycle costs of ground source heat pump
applications. After the analysis, Zhu et al.’s study suggested that the probabilistic approach
is more favorable in providing reliable information because it computed variation in cost
outcomes and sensitive cost factors in overall construction costs that help the decisionmakers to make better decisions (Zhu et al., 2012). Thus, this study implemented the
probabilistic cost simulation approach for presenting potential cost outcomes and sensitive
cost factors to improve the accuracy and comprehensiveness of cost estimates to support
decision making.
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1.2.2 Computer Vision
Data collection, inspection, and record observation had been traditionally done by hand to
acquire meaningful analysis of construction production rates. However, the construction
industry has widely adopted computer-vision techniques to continuously track construction
performance and collect productivity field data in an automated way over the past decade.

Computer vision is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that replicates the human vision to
analyze and process meaningful information from visual inputs such as images and videos
(Mihajlovic, 2019). The goal of computer vision is “to use the observed visual data to infer
something about the world” (Prince, 2012). The typical computer vision applications are:
i.

Image classification: is used to predict and classifying particular classes, such
as a person, a cat, or a dog within an image (Cuoto, n.d.).

ii.

Object detection: uses image classification to identify the classes and then
localize the detected objects in an image or video (Boesch, n.d.).

iii.

Object tracking: is used to track the detected object as they move around in the
video (Meel, n.d.).

iv.

Recognition: refers to recognizing specific objects or activities in the visual
inputs (Zhang et al., 2009).

According to Torres Calderon et al. (2021), “the computer vision approaches have enabled
the development of automated activity analysis techniques such as detecting and tracking
workers and inferring their activities” (Torres Calderon et al., 2021). The automated
techniques have shown us inexpensive and efficient ways to collect construction
productivity data and alleviate human errors in collecting data (Elmousalami, 2020). Hence,
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this study employed computer vision techniques to collect construction activity production
rates to better inform the probabilistic cost estimates.

1.2.3 Research Methodologies for Each Chapter
This thesis employed different methodologies for each paper to accomplish the research
objective. Methodologies included probabilistic Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS),
MediaPipe Pose, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), MobileNet Single Shot Detector
(MobileNet SSD), and Centroid Tracker (CT) are introduced in this thesis.

In chapter 2, a comparative study was conducted to analyze the overall capital construction
costs of varying concrete construction methods, including modular and automated
construction methods. The study adopted a probabilistic cost simulation model based on
the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) to compute a range of potential cost outcomes and
present sensitive cost factors to help decision-makers select the best-suited novel largescale concrete construction method. With the potential cost outcomes and sensitive cost
factors, decision-makers obtained more reliable information to aid their decision-making.

Chapter 3 employed MediaPipe Pose, a vision-based skeletal pose estimation model, and
LSTM, a recurrent neural network, to recognize human construction activities that helps
with automated labor productivity or activity tracking.
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Chapter 4 adopted both computer vision techniques and probabilistic cost simulation to
optimize the accuracy of cost estimates. This chapter introduced MobileNet SSD, a visionbased object detection model, and CT, a vision-based object tracking algorithm to track the
labor productivity. The MCS approach was used to evaluate the probable cost outcomes
and sensitive cost factors for optimal decision-making solutions.

1.3 Significance of this Study
Three main elements included in direct construction costs are labor, material, and
equipment. Labor is considered one of the most influential factors in overall construction
costs (El-Gohary & Aziz, 2014). The fluctuation of labor costs is directly driven by labor
production rates (Heravi & Eslamdoost, 2015). Labor productivity thus became a piece of
crucial information to build cost estimates and ensure the company’s profitability (Song &
AbouRizk, 2008). To ensure that the cost estimators use proper information, continuous
labor productivity tracking is the key to success. Many studies have utilized computer
vision approaches to track and analyze the labor productivity. For example, Heydarian et
al. (2012) trained the computer vision algorithms for earthmoving equipment action
recognition to track the equipment productivity (Heydarian et al., 2012). Lee and Park
(2019) proposed a vision-based algorithm to track multiple workers on site for automated
construction site monitoring (Lee & Park, 2019). However, many studies have not
determined how the productivity information collected using computer vision techniques
informs cost estimation in a construction project.
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Hence, this study not only helps with the construction decision-making by optimizing the
reliability of cost estimates through exploring a range of cost outcomes and productivity
data, but also seeks to fill the research gap by inserting the productivity data collected from
automated computer vision techniques to inform the probabilistic cost estimates and
improve the efficiency in the data collection process.
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Chapter 2 – Probabilistic Cost Estimate Comparison Using Simulation to Evaluate
Traditional Modular vs 3D Concrete PrintedCasting Methods: Case Study of a
Novel Offshore Wind Turbine Concrete Foundation Design Concept
1. Introduction
Emerging of modular construction and automated construction have claimed to improve
construction project productivity and costs. In Hammad and Nezhad’s (2017) research
study, the findings show that modular construction saves approximately 58% of the time
compared to traditional construction because it is free from the influence of weather
(Hammad & Akbar Nezhad, 2017). Also, it is, on average cheaper than conventional
construction as it uses fewer materials and a highly efficient installation process (Hammad
& Akbar Nezhad, 2017), (Subramanya, Kermanshachi, & Rouhanizadeh, 2020). In
automated construction, Delgado (2019) states that robotic systems and automation have
proved to improve productivity and quality, mitigate labor injuries, and reduce labor costs
(Davila Delgado et al., 2019). Batikha et al. (2022) indicate that the automated additive
manufacturing technique, 3DCP, is 21% cheaper than the precast modular concrete method
and 10% cheaper than the reinforced concrete building on the construction cost (Batikha
et al., 2022).

However, from previous studies, researchers have identified a need for further exploration
on the topic, questioning, “Is modular construction and automated construction always a
cheaper option for the construction process?” Schoenborn (2012) argued it is still not clear
if the modular construction truly saves construction costs as there are transportation and
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additional engineering requirements associated (Schoenborn, 2012). Likewise, Kamali &
Hewage’s (2016) stated that it is unclear about the modular construction project costs due
to various contributing variables such as lack of confidential financial information with the
use of modern equipment (Kamali & Hewage, 2016). Additionally, modular construction
has potentially higher overall costs as a prefabrication yard is needed to produce
components and modules (Rahman, 2014). In automated construction, In automated
construction, Soto (2018) identified that using the automated technique, 3DCP, is not
economically beneficial to build a less complex concrete wall design (García de Soto et al.,
2018). Issa (2021) stated that a model design that requires higher printing precision would
increase final cost and printing time (Issa, 2021).

Therefore, this study intends to explore the idea of efficiently saving the construction
project time or cost by implementing appropriate construction methods to fit the situation.
Chen et al. (2010) stated, “due to various project characteristics and available resources, if
construction method not employed appropriately, change orders, severe delays in
production, substantial cost overruns, and constructability problems may be encountered”
(Chen et al., 2010). Tam et al. (2002) found different construction methods result in
additional impacts on costs and production performance. Reduction of costs and
improvement of project duration is achievable if an appropriate construction method is
applied (Tam et al., 2002). James et al. (2003) study showed suitable construction methods
used on different building components such as cast-in-place concrete wall structure and
precast double-tee roof members have allowed a shorter schedule and lower costs to project
completion (James & Schexnayder, 2003).
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One of the effective ways to optimize the construction cost is by comparing different
construction methods and evaluating multiple scenarios or alternatives. The research
objective of this study is to compare the overall capital construction cost of varying
concrete construction methods to include modular and automated methods using
simulation to determine probabilistic cost outcomes of the differing techniques. To
accomplish the goal, the study has employed Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) to compute
probabilistic overall capital cost outcomes and evaluate the analysis to aid with optimal
solution decisions. This research will help inform project decision-makers, contractors, and
designers to identify the appropriate construction method for large-scale concrete structure
construction and adopt the best-suited techniques. The paper starts with the study’s
research methodology and case study test case description. The results are presented next
by showing the analysis of i) cost, ii) duration, and iii) site layout comparisons. The final
section concludes the study.

2. Methodology
To optimize construction cost and decision making, several studies have been conducted
using the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) technique to compute probabilistic project costs
for the evaluation of different designs or material alternatives. Cantoni et al. (2000)
incorporated the MCS technique in the study to determine the optimal industrial plant
design alternative and aid with decision making (Cantoni et al., 2000). Shahata and Zayed
(2008) developed a probabilistic LCC analysis using the MCS approach to compare
different water main rehabilitation alternative strategies (Shahata & Zayed, 2008).
Alshamrani (2012) evaluated various school building design alternatives, developed a
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probabilistic LCC model using the MCS technique, and selected optimal structure types
for school buildings based on LCC analysis and sustainability assessment (Alshamrani,
2012). Marzouk et al. (2018) utilized the MCS approach to forecast building LCC and
determine the most cost-effective building material alternatives (Marzouk et al., 2018).
AbouHamad and Abu-Hamd (2019) compared multiple low to mid-rise residential and
commercial building design alternatives by integrating the MCS technique into the LCC
analysis. The probabilistic LCC analyses were then used to develop a framework for
optimum building construction systems selection (AbouHamad & Abu-Hamd, 2019).

This study employs the MCS approach to compute probabilistic construction cost analyses
of two construction method alternatives, including modular construction and automated
construction. Construction duration, site layout, and cost analysis of each alternative were
performed to evaluate which construction methods produced the most cost-effective
outcome. A case study of an offshore wind turbine fixed bottom tripod concrete foundation,
refer to Fig. 1, designed for medium depth water in the Atlantic Ocean off the east coast of
the US, is used for comparative analysis.
i.

Construction Duration:
a. Each scenario’s Short Interval Production Schedule (SIPS) was created
based on a range of durations of each respective historical duration data
(Moore, n.d.).

ii.

Site Layout:
a. Google Earth was used to access statellite and aerial imagery of the case
study construction site.
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b. Google SketchUp and Building Information Modelling (BIM) Revit were
used to render tripod concrete foundation and site plan.
iii.

Cost Analysis:
a. Modular construction historical cost and productivity data were collected
from a construction company with experience in concrete and marine
construction in the US. Costs were normalized to the case study location in
Brooklyn, NY. A range of production rates was collected from each
activities’ historical production rate data. All the information was input into
the simulation process.
b. Palisade @Risk was used to compute probabilistic outcomes of overall
capital costs (Palisade, 2018).

Additionally, two subject matter experts (SMEs) were recruited in this study for
constructability analysis. Each was considered to have substantial expertise with an
average of 25 years of experience working in the construction industry.Constructability
and assembly analysis workshops were performed with SME 1 to develop an assembly
process, site layout, construction activity sequencing, and risk assessment. A work
breakdown structure (WBS) was created to identify critical activities. Historical project
cost, schedule and production data were gathered for each construction activity identified
in the WBS. SME 2 validated the constructability of the fabrication and assembly process,
cost estimates, construction schedule, and site plans.
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Fig. 1: Offshore wind turbine fixed bottom tripod
concrete foundation conceptual design.

3. Case Study Project Description
The offshore wind turbine fixed bottom tripod concrete foundation is designed for a 15MW
offshore Wind Turbine Generator (WTG) and intended to install at the seafloor without
utilizing a heavy lift vessel. The WTG concrete support structure is approximately 223 ft
in height and 115 ft in radius. It is made of high-strength concrete and designed to be
anchored to the seafloor with steel suction buckets. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the
conceptual design of the WTG foundation has three legs attached to a center hub, and the
vertical shaft extends from the center hub to the top of the foundation. The legs are designed
to be hollow, watertight box beams. The shaft is a truncated cone designed to have a WTG
steel tower sitting on top of the shaft, refer to Fig. 3.

Fig 2. WTG concrete foundation.

Fig 3. WTG sits on top of concrete foundation.
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In this research, 67 concrete foundations will be fabricated at a representative fabrication
site, South Brooklyn Marine Terminal (SBMT) in Brooklyn, NY. The fabricated concrete
foundations will be towed out of the port area to a case study marshalling site, State Pier
in New London, CT, for WTG tower, nacelle, and rotor erection. Lastly, 67 fullyassembled WTG with concrete foundations will be installed at the final offshore wind plant
installation site, refer to Fig. 4.

Fig 4. Case study sites used for analysis for the purpose of this study.

4. Concrete Construction Method Alternatives
This study primarily focuses on the construction activities to fabricate the WTG concrete
foundation at the case study fabrication site, SBMT. The concrete foundation fabrication
process is analyzed using two construction methods: i) modular construction and ii)
automated construction. The material quantities were estimated for each construction
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method. Cost, duration, and site layout analysis were performed and discussed in the results
section.

4.1 Scenario 1: Traditional Modular Construction Method
4.1.1 Concrete Support Structure Design
The modular concrete foundation is separated into 13 components and will be fabricated
at the fabrication site. The structural box-beam legs are divided into nine components, the
shaft is divided into three components, and there is a center hub piece, refer to Fig. 5:
a. A Center Hub piece.
b. Nine leg components:
i.

Leg 1 Section A (Leg 1A),

ii.

Leg 1 Section B (Leg 1B),

iii.

Leg 1 Suction Bucket Insert (Leg 1S);

iv.

Leg 2 Section A (Leg 2A),

v.

Leg 2 Section B (Leg 2B),

vi.

Leg 2 Suction Bucket Insert (Leg 2S):

vii.

Leg 3 Section A (Leg 3A),

viii.

Leg 3 Section B (Leg 3B),

ix.

Leg 3 Suction Bucket Insert (Leg 3S).

c. Three shaft components:
i.

Shaft Section A (SSa),

ii.

Shaft Section B (SSb),
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iii.

Shaft Section C (SSc).

Fig. 5: The modular
WTG concrete
foundation
components.

Quantity take-off is performed to estimate the material quantities. The concrete foundation
is 223 ft tall and 115 ft in radius. The total weight of the concrete support structure,
including reinforcement and post-tensioning, is approximately 12,800 US tons. The total
concrete volume is roughly 5,800 cubic yards, and the total weight of the reinforcing bars
and post-tensioning cables is about 1,060 US tons. The weight of the components ranges
from approximately 600 US tons to 2,500 US tons.

4.1.2 Assembly Process
Indoor casting facilities will be built at the fabrication site to fabricate the components in a
more temperature-controlled, weather-resistant environment. A total of three “production
lines” will be developed to fabricate each concrete leg starting in the indoor casting facility
by fabricating each component at various stations, refer to Fig. 6. Another casting facility
will also be built at the fabrication site to fabricate the center hub piece and shaft sections.
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Fig 6. One production line with casting facility.

The WTG concrete foundation will be match cast in this scenario, similar to the match
casting and post-tensioning methods used in the precast segmental bridge construction
(Billington et al., 2001). Where all the components will be cast and cured in a custom
prefabricated forming system and performed post-tensioning when all the components are
assembled. Nine leg components will be fabricated simultaneously at each leg casting
facility. The center hub piece and shaft sections will be fabricated in parallel to leg
components at the shaft casting facility, refer to Fig. 7.

Once the fabrication of leg components is completed, the heavy-lift moving hydraulic
jacking rail system will transport each completed leg outside the casting facility
simultaneously. The three completed legs will be oriented to form the final tripod
configuration, and the center hub piece will be inserted with post-tension anchors between
the three legs. Continuous longitudinal post-tensioning will be performed to join the legs
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with the center hub piece, and a closure pour will be placed around the legs and center hub
piece to seal the gap closely. Then, erect the shaft components on top of the tripod and
post-tension vertically. The fully assembled concrete foundation will then be launched into
the adjacent waterway by launching a hoist system for transport to the marshalling site,
refer to Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 shows the schematic design of the assembly process with a hydraulic jacking rail
system connecting three production lines from the leg casting facility and separated
production lines from the shaft casting facility. Fig. 8 presents the launching hoist and
hydraulic jacking rail systems used in the construction.

Fig 7. Modular components prefabrication & assembly process.
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Fig 8. Heavy lift launching hoist system and hydraulic jack rail system.

4.2 Scenario 2: 3DCP Construction Method
4.2.1 Concrete Support Structure Design
In scenario 2, the study employs the additive manufacturing, 3DCP technique to print the
WTG concrete support structure. The concrete support structure will be divided into 18
segments, including 12 leg components, five shaft components, and a center hub piece,
refer to Fig. 9.
d. A Center Hub piece.
e. 12 leg components:
x.

Leg 1 Section A (Leg 1A),

xi.

Leg 1 Section B (Leg 1B),

xii.

Leg 1 Section C (Leg 1C),
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xiii.

Leg 1 Suction Bucket Insert (Leg 1S);

xiv.

Leg 2 Section A (Leg 2A),

xv.

Leg 2 Section B (Leg 2B),

xvi.

Leg 2 Section C (Leg 2C),

xvii.

Leg 2 Suction Bucket Insert (Leg 2S);

xviii. Leg 3 Section A (Leg 3A),
xix.

Leg 3 Section B (Leg 3B),

xx.

Leg 3 Section C (Leg 3C),

xxi.

Leg 3 Suction Bucket Insert (Leg 3S);

f. Five shaft components:
iv.

Shaft Section A (SSa),

v.

Shaft Section B (SSb),

vi.

Shaft Section C (SSc),

vii.

Shaft Section D (SSd),

viii.

Shaft Section E (SSe).

Fig 9. 3DCP concrete foundation
components.
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In scenario 2, 3DCP technology is used to form double concrete sidewalls as stay-in-place
formwork (substitute for the prefabricated forming system), see Fig. 10 for representative
example. Voids are left between the double sidewalls to be in-filled with the ready-mix
concrete pour. Similar to scenario 1, quantity take-off is performed to estimate the material
quantities. The total weight of the WTG concrete foundation, including reinforcement and
post-tensioning, is approximately 15,200 US tons. The total concrete volume is roughly
7,500 cubic yards. The total weight of the reinforcing bars and post-tensioning cables is
about 1,060 US tons (same as scenario 1). The weight of the components ranges from
roughly 500 US tons to 3,000 US tons.

Fig 10. Representative 3DCP double
concrete sidewalls as stay-in-place
formwork (Gaget, 2018).

4.2.2 Assembly Process
3DCP technique is fundamentally different from traditional approaches of casting concrete
structures into a mold. It uses an additive manufacturing process to build the concrete
structures on a layer-by-layer basis (Holt et al., n.d.). This study will employ the 3DCP
technique to print double sidewalls as stay-in-place formwork, post-install the pre-tied
reinforcement bars and post-tension ducts, and pour the conventional concrete into the stayin-place formwork. The same approach as Zhu et al. (2021) study that uses the 3DCP
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technology to print permanent concrete formwork, post-install the reinforcement, and pour
the concrete inside the stay-in-place formwork (Zhu et al., 2021).

The assembly process is similar to scenario 1. Three “production lines” will be developed
to 3DCP each concrete leg. The leg components will be printed in parallel at each leg
casting facility while the center hub piece and shaft sections will be printed at another
casting facility, refer to Fig. 11. As scenario 2 uses the 3DCP automated technique, two
3D concrete printers will be mobilized and set up at each leg casting facility. Six sets of
3D concrete printers will be used to print 12 leg components. Additionally, three 3D
concrete printers will print five shaft components and two 3D concrete printers to print two
center hubs simultaneously to the leg components. Thus, there will be a total of eleven 3D
concrete printers at the fabrication site.

Once the leg components are printed and cured, three legs will be transported to the
foundation assembly area for the assembling process. Identical to scenario 1, three legs will
be oriented and post-tensioned to the center hub piece. A closure pour will be performed
simultaneously to the post-tensioning operations. The 3D printed shaft components will
then be erected on top of the tripod and post-tensioned vertically. Refer to Fig. 12 for
equipment used in scenario 2.
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Fig 11. 3DCP concrete components and assembly process

Fig 12. Heavy lift launching hoist system, hydraulic jack rail system, and gantry 3D concrete printers.
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5. Results
Two construction method alternatives are analyzed using i) Short Interval Production
Schedule (SIPS) to present the overall construction duration of each alternative, ii) site plan
of each scenario to visualize concrete support structure fabrication process, and iii) MCS
technique to provide a probabilistic overall capital cost associated with each scenario.

5.1 Construction Duration
According to Batikha’s study (2022), it is vital to implement appropriate construction
methods as it is not only cost-effective but also more time-efficient (Batikha et al., 2022).
So, this study created SIPS based on a range of probabilistic production rates collected
from the construction company experienced in concrete and marine construction. The
workers were assumed to work a 10-hour shift per day. The total construction duration of
each scenario was estimated based on the described activities’ production data and the
material quantities discussed in sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1.

In scenario 1, modular construction was estimated to have a production rate of one to two
weeks per WTG concrete foundation and a total of 68 weeks to fabricate 67 WTG concrete
foundations. See Fig. 13 for the schematic prefabrication process.
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Fig 13. Modular construction fabrication activities sequence.

Scenario 2, 3DCP construction, was evaluated to fabricate a WTG concrete foundation in
two to four weeks. A total of 136 weeks to fabricate 67 concrete foundations. For the 3DCP
operations, it was assumed that different components will be printed in sequence. See Fig.
14 for the schematic 3DCP fabrication process.
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Fig 14. Automated construction fabrication activities sequence.

5.2 Site Layout
This study has used the representative fabrication site, SBMT, to envision the concrete
fabrication and assembly process for the purpose of this study, see Fig. 15.
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Fig 15. Case study fabrication
site (South Brooklyn Marine
Terminal) captured using Google
Earth.

Due to a large amount of concrete is used to fabricate the WTG concrete foundations, four
on-site concrete batch plants will be implemented in both scenarios to ensure a constant
supply of concrete and reduce the transportation of concrete delivered to the site. Three leg
casting facilities will be developed to fabricate leg components, and each of the facilities
is about 145,000 SF. A 30,000 – 40,000 SF area will also be set up next to each leg casting
facility to preassemble reinforcing bar and post-tension ducts. Additional site
improvements to both scenarios will include installing the hydraulic jacking rail system to
move the concrete components and a heavy-lift launching hoist system to launch the
complete WTG concrete foundation into the waterway. A lattice boom heavy lift crane and
support equipment will also be mobilized and set up at the fabrication facility to support
the assembling process. Both scenarios have similar construction site plans because they
have similar assembly and fabrication processes. However, the dissimilarity can be seen at
the shaft casting facility. In scenario 2, two center hubs will be printed and cast
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simultaneously to optimize the construction duration. Thus, scenario 2 has a larger shaft
casting facility (approximately 470,000SF) to install an additional production line to
fabricate the second center hub piece. See Fig. 16 for the modular construction site plan
and Fig. 17 for the 3DCP construction site plan.

Fig 16. Scenario 1: Modular construction schematic site layout superimposed on SBMT.

Fig 17. Scenario 2: Automated construction schematic site layout superimposed on SBMT.

5.3 Cost Analysis
The construction capital cost is only accounted for direct costs to fabricating 67 concrete
foundations at the fabrication site. A probabilistic cost model was developed using MCS
to forecast the direct costs of construction. The direct cost is divided into 3 main categories:
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material cost, labor cost, and equipment cost. Low, high, and most likely cost and
production data were collected from a construction company with experience in concrete
and marine construction in the US using previous project data.

5.3.1 Material Cost
The WTG concrete foundation is made of concrete, reinforcing bar, and post-tensioning.
The main difference of material used between traditional modular and 3DCP construction
is the forming system. Scenario 1 employed the prefabrication method that uses the
prefabricated forming system to form the components. Scenario 2 utilizes the 3DCP
technique to print stay-in-place formwork, which the stay-in-place formwork acts as the
substitution of a prefabricated forming system. Aside from that, both scenario 1 and
scenario 2 have equivalent material quantities of reinforcing bar and post-tensioning.

Although scenario 2 took advantage of the 3DCP technique to print stay-in-place formwork,
it increases the concrete quantities by 29% compared to the prefabrication method. The
increment of concrete use has replaced the material cost of the prefabricated reusable
formwork system. In conclusion, the total material costs of both traditional modular and
3DCP construction methods have no significant difference. As more material (concrete) is
used in 3DCP to print the stay-in-place formwork, which acts as a substitution of a reusable
forming system. However, the authors recommend further analysis and testing be
performed to validate this more accurately.
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5.3.2 Labor Cost
Table 1 shows the main activities assumed in this study. The only difference between the
two scenarios is labor used to set up formwork and 3DCP the stay-in-place formwork.

The labor cost is primarily measured based on labor productivity and labor rates (Lee et al.,
2017). This study used the same range of labor rates to calculate each construction activity
in both scenarios. Used the identical range of production rates to pour concrete, install the
pre-tied reinforcing bar, and post-tensioning in both scenarios. In contrast, the production
rates of formwork setup and 3DCP are different. The formwork setup production rates were
collected from the construction company aforementioned. The ranges of 3DCP production
rates were retrieved from Batikha’s study (2022) and COBOD’s webinar (COBOD, 2021,
Batikha et al., 2022).

After the analysis, the 3DCP labor cost is about 28% cheaper than prefabrication. Although
3DCP requires more material to fabricate the WTG concrete foundation, the automated
3DCP technique reduces the use of labor to set up and strip down the formwork. In
summary, labor costs to set up and remove the formwork system in the prefabrication
method contributes to higher labor costs. As previous studies stated, in concrete
construction, the formwork accounts for roughly 53% of the overall costs of a concrete
structure (Robert, 2007), but the formwork labor cost is 47% of the overall costs (Jipa et
al., 2019).
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Concrete Pouring
Pre-tied Rebar and PT Duct Installation
Post-tensioning
Formwork Setup
3DCP Stay-in-place Formwork

Scenario 1:
Prefabrication
✔
✔
✔
✔
-

Scenario 2: 3DCP
✔
✔
✔
✔

Table 1. Construction activities for each scenario

5.3.3 Equipment Cost:
The equipment cost of 3DCP is 73% more expensive than the prefabrication method. The
same equipment is used in both scenarios, including the hydraulic jacking rail system,
launching hoist system, overhead gantry cranes, support equipment, and lattice boom
heavy lift crane. However, the implementation of gantry 3D concrete printers and longer
construction duration in scenario 2 has appended additional equipment costs compared to
scenario 1. As a slower construction method not only increases project costs but also reduce
the associated cost-benefits (Batikha et al., 2022).

5.3.4 Total Cost
Probabilistic cost outcomes of each scenario were performed using @Risk software
(Palisade, 2018). PERT distribution was employed to compute the most probable range of
capital cost for each type of construction method. As PERT, a beta distribution is
considered the best fit for estimating probabilistic construction cost (Sonmez, 2005).
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The total cost includes material, labor, equipment, and construction costs (site
improvement, casting facilities, on-site supervision, administration, etc.) to fabricate 67
WTG concrete foundations. The graph shows that the simulated total construction capital
costs of the 3DCP technique are about 6% lower than the prefabrication method, refer to
Fig. 18.

In scenario 1, probable cost outcomes vary from a low of $1,200/CY to a high of
$1,700/CY with a median cost of $1,500/CY to prefabricate the concrete components.
Meanwhile, the probabilistic cost to 3DCP the concrete components varies from $900/CY
to a high of $1,200/CY with a most likely cost of $1,100/CY, see Fig. 19. Additionally,
based on the sensitivity analysis, the result indicated that labor costs have the most
significant impact on the overall variability of construction costs in both scenarios, refer to
Fig. 20. Also, the center hub piece is the most complex and impactful piece among all the
components. See Fig. 21.
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Fig 18. Simulated most likely scenario construction total capital costs.
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Fig 19. Left: Prefabrication probabilistic cost simulation. Right: 3DCP probabilistic cost simulation.

Fig 20. Sensitivity Analysis comparing the impact of labor, material, equipment, and construction costs.
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Fig 21. Sensitivity Analysis comparing the impact of components.

6. Conclusions
This study has employed the probabilistic MCS approach to evaluate the best-suited
construction method to fabricate a novel large-scale concrete structure considering not only
cost but also construction schedule and site layout, that will help the decision-makers to
identify the optimal large-scale concrete construction methods for new design concepts.
An offshore wind turbine fixed bottom concrete foundation is used as a case study project.
Modular construction or the prefabrication method, was compared to automated
construction, 3DCP technique, in terms of construction duration, site layout, and
construction capital costs. The following conclusions were obtained:
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•

Both prefabrication and 3DCP have similar fabrication process, there’s no
significant difference between the site layout.

•

The prefabrication method is assumed to have shorter construction duration
than 3DCP construction because the 3DCP technique has lower production
rates than the prefabrication method.

•

Printing stay-in-place formwork using the 3DCP technique has reduced the
labor costs by 28% with the material costs relatively the same to prefabrication
of modular concrete.

•

3DCP has 73% higher equipment costs than prefabrication because of the
longer construction duration.

•

3DCP is 6% cheaper in overall capital costs compared to prefabrication. The
cost reduction mainly came from the labor cost savings by employing the
automated 3DCP approach.

•

The center hub piece is the most complex component. It is also the main
component driving the construction duration, especially 3DCP construction (3
weeks to fabricate center hub piece).

•

Labor contributes the highest impact to the overall variability of total
construction capital costs.

The study considers 3DCP technology a new construction industry approach. Due to the
lack of existing performance data of the 3DCP technique, the study recommends
implementing the prefabrication method to fabricate the complex components such as the
center hub piece and leg components. Meanwhile, employ the 3DCP technique to print less
complexity components such as shaft sections. The mixed methods approach of utilizing
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prefabrication for complex components and 3DCP for less complex components provides
a more optimized solution that reduces capital costs similar to the 3DCP method and
maintains the overall construction duration of 68 weeks. Thus, this study concludes that a
combination of suitable construction methods applied to different components will allow a
shorter schedule and lower construction costs, as James et al. (2003) study presents.
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Chapter 3 – Experimental Skeleton-Based Computer Vision Method to
Recognize Construction Steel Deck Installation Human Activities
1. Introduction
The construction industry is still a labor-intensive industry even with the development of
machinery and work equipment. Labor costs account for 30% to 60% of the total costs of
a construction project (El-Gohary & Aziz, 2014). It is considered one of the most
influential elements of the overall project costs (Gouett et al., 2011). To optimize the
construction costs, the identification of labor productivity is crucial because the labor cost
estimation is primarily measured based on labor productivity (Lee et al., 2017). Therefore,
continuous tracking of labor activities or productivity is an effective way to inform cost
estimation and enhance labor productivity.

Work sampling studies have been implemented in the construction industry since early
1980 (Thomas, 1991). Work sampling “is a technique used to investigate the proportions
of the total time devoted to the various activities that constitute a job or work situation”
(Freivalds & Niebel, 2014). To conduct work sampling studies, analysts are required to
take a large number of observations at a random time on the job site. The accuracy of the
work sampling study will become more reliable as the quantity of the work samples
collected increases (Orth et al., 2006). Setting up camcorders for video recordings is also
recommended for unbiased work sampling studies (Freivalds & Niebel, 2014). However,
many have expressed concerns about the tedious manual video-review process (Gong &
Caldas, 2010). Thus, there is a need to improve the efficiency of the work sampling studies'
manual data collection method, although work sampling has proven to provide helpful
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labor production data (Thomas & Daily, 1983, Liou & Borcherding, 1986, Orth et al.,
2006).

In the past decade, computer vision techniques have been widely used in the construction
industry for productivity tracking, ergonomic assessment, and safety and health monitoring.
Zou and Kim (2007) presented an equipment movement recognition and image processing
method for effective measurement of hydraulic excavator idle time and working rate (Zou
& Kim, 2007). Teizer and Vela (2009) performed automated location tracking to monitor
the construction workers' performance using a video camera set up at the job site (Teizer
& Vela, 2009). Memarzadeh et al. (2013) employed a computer vision-based algorithm to
detect the idle time of construction workers and equipment from site video streams
(Memarzadeh et al., 2013). Luo et al. (2018) introduced a new construction labor activity
recognition algorithm to recognize and track the diverse activities of each worker through
the surveillance video installed at the job site (Luo, Li, Cao, Yu, et al., 2018). Seo et al.
(2016) implemented an automated approach to identify ergonomic risks through visionbased ergonomic evaluation by taking videos at construction sites (Seo et al., 2016). Fang
et al. (2018) proposed an automated inspection method for safety measures of steeplejacks
by detecting personal protective equipment (PPE) using computer vision technology (Fang
et al., 2018).

Computer vision-based performance monitoring has shown its practical use in previous
studies. Hence, this study aims to experiment with the implementation of a vision-based
skeletal posture approach for automated construction activity recognition that will help
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with construction labor activity tracking. Video recordings taken at the construction job
site are applied as input to train labor activities such as walking, standing, and welding.
Then, the trained algorithm is tested on small datasets to recognize the pre-trained
construction labor activities.

2. Methodology
Various computer vision methodologies have been adopted in the construction industry to
recognize construction activity and monitor labor or equipment performance. Gong et al.
(2011) utilized the Bag-of-Video-Feature-Words model with a Bayesian classifier to learn
and classify worker and backhoe action recognition (Gong et al., 2011). Golparvar-Fard et
al. (2013) employed spatiotemporal features (data collected across both space and time)
and a multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to recognize the actions of
earthmoving equipment from video cameras (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2013). Yang et al.
(2014) introduced a vision-based method for tower crane activities recognition to track the
concrete pour cycle using a surveillance camera (Yang et al., 2014). Yang et al. (2016)
presented 11 categories of construction activities recognition by using dense trajectories
and a multi-class SVM classifier (Yang et al., 2016). Liu et al. (2017) applied an optical
flow algorithm to depict skeleton-based human pose estimation on field data collected from
a construction job site (Liu et al., 2017). Luo et al. (2018) implemented convolutional
neural networks (CNN) deep learning method to detect construction-related objects and
derive the diverse construction activities by matching the activity patterns on the images
(Luo, Li, Cao, Dai, et al., 2018).
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This study focuses on recognizing construction activity by extracting the labor pose
features from a human silhouette. The human silhouette consists of limbs jointly connected
to each other, which provides essential information to obtain human body parts from videos
and images. To represent the body parts, a skeleton-based model is often incorporated to
help with the pose estimation (Mehta et al., 2017). Refer to Fig. 1 for representative
examples. Pose estimation is a technique that captures the pose and orientation of an entity
to track the body key points' location in an image or video (Ohri et al., 2021). Mehta et al.
(2017) converted 2D key points to 3D skeletal representation to estimate human poses
(Mehta et al., 2017). Zheng et al. (2021) utilized a novel skeleton-based representation
learning method to estimate simple human actions, from walking and greeting to complex
poses like photo shooting (Zeng et al., 2021). To estimate construction activities, Ojelade
and Paige (2020) utilized OpenPose, a skeleton-based model, to generate datasets and
employed long short-term memory (LSTM) to estimate construction activities simulated
in a lab (Ojelade & Paige, 2020).

Fig. 1. Refer to Appendix.

A few pose estimation models such as OpenPose (OpenPose, 2016), DensePose
(DensePose, 2018), and MediaPipe Pose (MediaPipe, 2020) are available in the computer
vision community. In this paper, the MediaPipe Pose model is employed to depict the
human pose landmarks. MediaPipe Pose uses skeletal joints to represent the human body,
and it infers thirty-three pose landmarks on the whole body from videos and images, see
Fig. 2 (MediaPipe, 2020). Additionally, MediaPipe Pose shows promising experimental
results in recognizing human activities such as sign languages (Moryossef et al., 2021),
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hand gestures (Zhang et al., 2020) and fitness poses (Anilkumar et al., 2021). Hence, the
MediaPipe pose is used to estimate the construction worker's actions, and the long shortterm memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network is trained to recognize the human activities
in this study.

Fig. 2. MediaPipe pose landmarks (MediaPipe, 2020).
2.1 Project Description and Experiment Procedure
This study is primarily focusing on the human activities to install steel decks. So, a tripod
with a portable camera was set up at a two-story steel office building construction job site
to capture the deck installation process. The videos were recorded with a resolution of 1280
x 720 pixels.

2.1.1 Detect Worker
MediaPipe Pose uses a two-step detector-tracker. The detector first locates the person's
region of interest (ROI) within the frame. The ROI is cropped as input, and the tracker
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subsequently comes into play to predict the pose landmarks and put segmentation mask
within the ROI. What are pose landmarks and segmentation masks? Pose landmarks are
the key points that represent the human body joints. Inspired by Leonardo's Vitruvian Man,
the pose landmarks are connected by first predicting the midpoint of a person's hips. Then,
it estimates the radius of a circle circumscribing the whole person and predicts the incline
angle of the line connecting the shoulder and the hip midpoints, refer to Fig. 3 (MediaPipe,
2020). While segmentation mask is an object-type annotation that labels pixels in the image
with a particular class. In this case, a segmentation mask is exerted to indicate "human"
and "background" pixels, respectively (Segmentation Mask, n.d.).

Fig. 3. MediaPipe pose estimation
model inspired by Leonardo’s Vitruvian
Man (MediaPipe, 2020).

First, by applying MediaPipe Pose, the construction worker was detected as ROI within
the video recordings. Second, a segmentation mask was employed to separate construction
worker from its backgrounds. Then, the pose detector model outlined the pose landmarks
on the construction worker captured in the video, and thirty-three landmarks were
portrayed, refer to Fig. 4. These landmarks are informative values to train the algorithm to
learn and recognize human activities.
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Fig. 4. Refer to Appendix.

2.1.2 Extract Key Points of the Activities: “Walking, Standing, Welding”
Plenty of simple to complex human activities were captured in the videos at the
construction job site, including walking, standing, laying deck, welding, inspecting,
trimming, detailing, etc. In this study, three distinct activities were trained: i) walking, ii)
standing, and iii) welding. As each activity has its unique sequential values, the respective
landmarks were saved in three individual folders. After a certain amount of the landmarks
of each activity extracted from the videos, the datasets were then processed and set up for
training.

2.1.3 Recognize Construction Activities
The key points collected from the previous step were inserted as input to train long shortterm memory (LSTM) neural networks to recognize specified human activities. LSTM is
a type of recurrent neural network (RNN) that is explicitly designed for sequence learning
tasks (Ullah et al., 2018). RNN is efficient in memorizing important information, finding
its pattern, and making better predictions. It is powerful in learning temporal or sequential
data, including text, speech, sentences, and video (Donges, 2021). Therefore, LSTM, an
RNN, is broadly used for human activity recognition. Li et al. (2018) collected temporal
information and trained multiple layers of LSTM to learn human actions (Li et al., 2018).
Majd and Safabakhsh (2020) proposed a new LSTM unit to learn human motion sequences,
which resulted in high accuracy in recognizing human activities (Majd & Safabakhsh,
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2020). Ullah et al. (2021) demonstrated that LSTM based methods provided higher
accuracy in recognizing human activity compared to non-LSTM based methods (Ullah et
al., 2021). See Fig. 5 for overall steps.

Fig. 5. Overall Flowchart.
1. Experiment and Results
3.1 Training and Test Sets
The tripod with a portable camera attached was set up on the second floor of the building
to film the steel deck installation from 7:30 am to 3:30 pm for four consecutive days. The
videos were recorded with a resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels at 30 frames per second. With
the lower resolution, the facial features of the construction workers were not visible, while
only the human body structure was captured to present informative features. Video
recordings were reviewed and trimmed to capture the desired activities, including walking,
standing, and welding. 30 videos of each activity were collected, and 90 videos were
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gathered. Each of these videos is at 30 frames per second (one second per video). 90 videos
were compiled to form a data collection video that spanned 1 minute 30 seconds.

MediaPipe Pose was applied to detect the human pose landmarks of each activity in the
data collection video. The landmarks depicted within the frame were saved in the assigned
folders as the training dataset. Then, the dataset was split into 95% of training data and 5%
of test data. The sequential training data was inserted into three layers of the LSTM neural
network to train the model for activity recognition, refer to Fig. 6 for representative
recurrent neural network.

Fig. 6. Representative RNN architecture
(Maklin, 2019).

3.2 Experimental Result
The trained model was tested on a few video recordings to recognize the human activities:
i) walking, ii) standing, and iii) welding. At a 90% confidence level, the model shows the
activities prediction. See Fig. 7 - 11 for good predictions and Fig. 12 – 15 for inaccurate
results.
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Fig. 7 - 15. Refer to Appendix.

The LSTM model predicted human activities based on the sequence landmarks acquired
from the data collection video. It makes predictions while similar sequential values are
detected. From the experimental results, the LSTM model shows both successful and
unsuccessful outcomes.

Occlusion is one of the common challenges in implementing computer vision on the
construction site. Occlusions often occurs from the crowded scene and self-occlusion
(Zhao et al., 2019). Self-occlusion arises when one part of an object is occluded by another
part (Ojelade & Paige, 2020), see Fig. 13. These situations increased the difficulty for
MediaPipe Pose to depict the landmarks and consequently led to the inaccurate predictions
from LSTM model. Despite the inaccuracy of activity predictions, the study demonstrates
that training LSTM neural networks with MediaPipe Pose, the skeletal pose estimation
model, to recognize human construction activities is practicable.

The algorithm and model employed in this study were written by Renotte (Renotte,
2021). See this link for Renotte’s GitHub repository:
https://github.com/nicknochnack/ActionDetectionforSignLanguage. Renotte’s project is
about training the LSTM model to recognize sign languages. So, a few changes were
made to the codes and inputs in this study to fit the research purposes.
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3. Conclusions
Continuously tracking of labor activities allows us to benchmark labor productivity, which
in turn enables the improvement of cost estimation accuracy. To automate the labor
productivity data collection, this study experiments with MediaPipe Pose, a skeletal pose
estimation model, to detect labor posture, and LSTM neural network, an RNN, to recognize
human activities, including walking, standing, and welding. MediaPipe Pose and LSTM
have demonstrated their feasibility of recognizing human construction activities that will
help with labor productivity tracking and eventually improve cost estimation accuracy.
This study also tested the vision-based techniques on the dynamic field data, which
addressed Ojelade and Paige’s (2020) study’s limitation to testing the skeleton-based pose
estimation model on tile’s setter actions that were simulated in the lab. However, the
experimental results showed both accurate and inaccurate predictions of LSTM model. See
the limitations of this study that would require future work:
a. MediaPipe Pose is only able to support single-person pose estimation. To detect
multiple people and recognize diverse human activities, OpenPose could be
implemented in future work.
b. A camera was placed static at the construction site to record the deck installation.
Single viewpoint has instigated the occurrence of self-occlusion. Additional
cameras should be set up at the job site to capture the construction activities from
different angles or points of view to reduce occlusion and self-occlusion.
c. Imprecision results also caused by small dataset inserted to train the LSTM model.
Iterated Ojelade and Paige’s study (2020) concerns that construction sites are
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dynamic, and workers’ actions vary (Ojelade & Paige, 2020). Therefore, more data
should be collected from the construction job site to improve the accuracy of
activities recognition. Similar to work sampling studies, the accuracy increases as
the quantity of the data increases (Orth et al., 2006).
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Chapter 4 – Using Cost Simulation and Computer Vision to Inform Probabilistic
Cost Estimates Through Activity Production Rate Analysis
1. Introduction
Cost is one of the major criteria in construction decision-making. The cost estimation that
forecasts the total construction cost plays a crucial role in presenting the feasibility and
profitability of a potential project (Bademosi et al., 2019). Estimators often rely on
historical cost and productivity data collected from previous projects to draft a cost estimate.
However, the published productivity data only represent average rates of the industry
(Hwang, 2016), and the cost data are typically gathered at a summary level (Song &
AbouRizk, 2008). Thus, the possible ranges of production rates and costs associated with
the construction activities are lack accuracy, and the robustness of cost estimates is minimal.

To get a range of labor production rates, this study has proposed the utilization of computer
vision techniques for automated labor productivity tracking. Due to significant manual
efforts required in traditional data collection methods, including work sampling studies,
crew balance, and work characterization chart (Thomas & Daily, 1983), computer vision
approaches have been broadly used for construction productivity tracking. Teizer and Vela
(2009) performed automated location tracking to monitor the construction workers’
performance (Teizer & Vela, 2009). Gong and Caldas (2011) proposed a computer visionbased algorithm to collect productivity data such as working processes, cycle times, and
delays (Gong & Caldas, 2011). Memarzadeh et al. (2013) detected construction workers
and equipment’s idle time from site video streams using vision-based applications
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(Memarzadeh et al., 2013). Luo et al. (2018) proposed an activity recognition algorithm to
automatically monitor worker activities and productivity (H. Luo et al., 2018).

Meanwhile, to compute a range of possible cost outcomes, this study has employed
probabilistic cost simulation as project cost decision support system. The deterministic cost
estimating approach is a standard method to present a single-point estimate to the decisionmakers. However, the ranges of values, possibilities, and uncertainties are not considered
(Geberemariam, 2018). Hence, the probabilistic approach is implemented to provide more
insight into the variability of an estimate and decision-making. Cantoni et al. (2000) found
optimal industrial plant design by incorporating the probabilistic cost simulation technique
in the study to aid with decision making (Cantoni et al., 2000). Zayed et al. (2002)
implemented a probabilistic cost estimation approach to decide the optimal strategies for
bridge painting systems (Zayed et al., 2002). Basbagill et al. (2014) performed a
probabilistic cost and environmental impact simulation to show the range of possible
outcomes for the construction design decision making (Basbagill et al., 2014).

This study aims to optimize the accuracy of construction cost estimates by assessing a
range of production rates and cost outcomes. MobileNet Single Shot Detector (MobileNet
SSD), a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based object detection model, and centroid
tracker (CT), an object tracking algorithm, are employed to collect labor productivity data
automatically. The production rates collected are then inserted into the cost estimation, and
the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is implemented to compute a range of probable cost
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outcomes. The contributions of this study are twofold. On one hand, the vision-based object
detection method will improve the effectiveness of the productivity data collection process.
On the other hand, the MCS probabilistic approach will help the decision-makers better
understand the potential cost outcomes and sensitive cost factors.

2. Related Background
2.1 Computer Vision in Construction Industry
Videotaping has long been a standard productivity data collection method. Videotaping is
not only able to record continuous movements of workers but also can be viewed at a later
time for analysis (Su & Liu, 2012). However, due to the manual video-review method,
many have expressed concerns about the high expenses and the dilution of effectiveness
(Gong & Caldas, 2011). Therefore, in the past decade, a number of researchers have been
studying the utilization of computer vision to help with automated construction
productivity analysis.

Computer vision-based approaches such as object detection and object tracking have
demonstrated its feasibility to gather a variety of dynamic construction production data.
Zou and Kim (2007) used color information in Hue, Saturation, and Value (HSV) color
space to detect an excavator on the construction site and track the excavator idle time and
working rate (Zou & Kim, 2007). Teizer and Vela (2009) identified construction workers
at the job site by using the image segmentation and active contour approach (differentiate
the worker from background) to track the construction worker’s performance (Teizer &
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Vela, 2009). Memarzadeh et al. (2012) introduced a new vision-based algorithm based on
a Histogram of Oriented Gradients and Colors (HOG +C) to track the idle time of
construction workers, excavators, and dump trucks (Memarzadeh et al., 2013).

2.1.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based Object Detection
Object detection is a computer vision technique used to locate and classify objects of
interest in images or videos (X. Luo et al., 2019). Recently, there has been an increasing
interest in exploring deep learning object detection algorithms, especially a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) based algorithm. CNN is often used in computer vision and image
classification. It is a robust neural network to extract meaningful features from images,
videos, and other visual inputs. It identifies patterns within the visual inputs and performs
object detection and recognition tasks (IBM Cloud Education, 2020). Kolar et al. (2018)
proposed a CNN-based safety guardrail detection model to improve the construction
worker’s safety and reduce falling risk (Kolar et al., 2018). Luo et al. (2018) introduced a
CNN-based object detection model for identifying construction objects on the job site to
recognize diverse construction activities by pattern matching (X. Luo et al., 2018). Xiao
and Kang (2019) trained a CNN-based detection algorithm to recognize excavators and
trucks on the construction site to aid with construction equipment’s active and idle status
tracking (Xiao & Kang, 2019). Nath and Behzadan (2020) presented a CNN-based object
detection framework for detecting common construction objects such as buildings and
equipment that will help with productivity analysis, resource allocation, and safety
monitoring (Nath & Behzadan, 2020). Xiao et al. (2021) detected excavator and monitored
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the earthmoving cycles using a novel CNN-based object detection algorithm for automated
construction productivity analysis (Xiao et al., 2021).

2.1.2 Vision-based Object Tracking
Object tracking is an application where the program tracks a particular object across the
entire video (Park & Brilakis, 2016). Several studies have implemented technologies such
as Global Positioning System (GPS), radio-frequency identification (RFID), and laser
scanning to track the position of construction materials and workers for productivity
monitoring (J. Song et al., 2006, Ergen et al., 2007, Turkan et al., 2012). Although GPS,
RFID, and laser scanning systems are widely employed in the construction industry, the
evolution of computer vision technologies, especially vision-based object tracking, has
attracted researchers’ attention. Yang et al. (2010) proposed utilizing a machine-learning
algorithm to train a general spatial object tracking model for multiple onsite workers
tracking operations (Yang et al., 2010). Park et al. (2011) compared point-based, contourbased, and template-based centroid tracking methods to determine the most appropriate
approach for construction entity tracking (Park et al., 2011). Rezazadeh Azar et al. (2013)
adopted Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker to track a loading truck and estimate
the dirt loading cycles (Rezazadeh Azar et al., 2013). Zhu et al. (2017) employed a tracking
method based on particle filtering in Hue, Saturation, and Value (HSV) color space to track
the excavator and construction worker (Zhu et al., 2017). Lee and Park (2019) introduced
a 3D vision-based tracking algorithm to track multiple workers simultaneously (Y.-J. Lee
& Park, 2019).
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2.2 Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) in Construction Industry
Deterministic cost estimating approach is the most common method used in the
construction industry. The deterministic cost estimate provides a single numeric value that
presents direct information to the decision-makers (Bakhshi & Touran, 2014). However, it
is impractical to find the exact project cost using a deterministic approach due to its
inefficiency in addressing the higher and lower values and ranges of potential costs
(Geberemariam, 2018). Thus, the probabilistic cost estimating method is implemented to
compute a range of probable costs and aid with decision-making.

Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is a well-known technique applied to explore all possible
outcomes within certain bounds of variability (Wang et al., 2012). It is widely used in the
construction industry to explore a range of probable cost outcomes and help with decisionmaking. Shahata and Zayed (2008) employed the MCS approach for developing a
probabilistic life cycle cost analysis to select the most cost-efficient water main
rehabilitation alternative strategies (Shahata & Zayed, 2008). Kim et al. (2013) used the
MCS technique to forecast a range of hospital maintenance and repair costs that help the
stakeholders make better-informed decisions (Kim, Taehui et al., 2013). Inyim and Zhu
(2014) incorporated the MCS and genetic algorithms to explore the optimal design for
several plant design alternatives (Inyim & Zhu, 2014). Marzouk et al. (2018) integrated
Building Information Modeling (BIM) and the MCS model to determine the optimum
building materials that achieve the minimum life cycle costs and maximum number of
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LEED credits (Marzouk et al., 2018). AbouHamad and Abu-Hamd (2019) employed the
MCS technique to compute probabilistic life cycle costs of multiple commercial building
design alternatives for optimum building construction system selection (AbouHamad &
Abu-Hamd, 2019). Hu et al. (2022) conducted a comparative study on energy-efficient
retrofit multifamily projects in Finland and the United States. The study was performed
using the MCS approach to explore a range of construction costs and identify the most
influential cost items that will aid the decision-makers in optimal retrofit designs selection
(Hu et al., 2022).

3. Methodology
The goal of this research is to experiment if the object detection algorithm, object tracking
model, and the probabilistic cost estimating approach can better inform the cost estimates.
This study primarily focuses on open-web steel floor system installation, including openweb steel joist and steel deck installation. Thus, a tripod with a portable camera was set up
at a two-story steel office building construction job site in Lincoln, Nebraska, to record the
installation process of the steel floor system. The videos were recorded with a resolution
of 1280 x 720 pixels at 30 frames per second. MobileNet Single Shor Detector (MobileNet
SSD) and centroid tracker (CT) were selected to automatically collect the labor
productivity data from the video recordings. The MCS technique was implemented for
computing probable cost outcomes to inform the probabilistic cost estimate.
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3.1 Detect Workers
MobileNet Single Shot Detector (MobileNet SSD) is a CNN-based object detection model
that can detect multiple categories of objects within the visual input and compute bounding
boxes around the objects detected (Qi, 2018). From previous studies, Wu et al. (2019)
employed MobileNet SSD to detect hard hats for alleviating construction site safety issues
(Wu et al., 2019). Biswas et l. (2019) implemented MobileNet SSD to count vehicles on
the road for traffic monitoring that will optimize the traffic performance in urban networks
(Biswas et al., 2019). Arabi et al. (2019) trained MobileNet SSD to recognize multiple
construction equipment for equipment productivity tracking (Arabi et al., 2019). This study
implemented MobileNet SSD object detection algorithms to detect the construction
workers in the video recordings for labor productivity tracking.

MobileNet (Howard et al., 2017) is a pre-trained model that can detect 20 classes, including
"person", "cat", "dog", "chair" and etc. MobileNet acts as a feature extractor to convert the
pixels from the input image into meaningful features and perform image classification (Qi,
2018). SSD (Liu et al., 2016), an object detection model, uses MobileNet as the backbone
to produce bounding boxes and perform final detection using non-maximum suppression.
Fig. 1 shows the construction workers detected and bounding boxes computed by
MobileNet SSD.

Fig. 1. Refer to Appendix
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3.2 Track Labor Productivity
Centroid Tracker (CT) is an object tracking algorithm that inputs the initial set of object
detections, generates a unique ID to each tracked object, and tracks the objects by locating
their positions as they move around the frames in a video (Rosebrock, 2018). Park et al.
(2011) experimented different types of centroid tracking algorithms to track construction
resources such as workers, equipment, or materials (Park et al., 2011). Park and Brilakis
(2016) utilized the centroid tracking method to track the construction worker present in the
videos for site safety management and productivity measurement (Park & Brilakis, 2016).
In this study, CT is applied to track the detected construction workers in the video
recordings and generate unique IDs for each tracked worker for “person” counting
operations.

CT is an object tracker algorithm that relies on the principles of Euclidean distance. CT
first takes the object detections computed by MobileNet SSD. Then, it detects each
bounding box coordinates, computes the bounding box centroids, and assigns a unique ID
to the bounding box, see step #1 in Fig. 2. In every subsequent frame of the video, CT
calculates the Euclidean distance between the existing bounding box centroids and newly
detected bounding box centroids to determine the relationship between the new object with
the old object, refer to step #2 in Fig. 2. If the newly detected centroids have a small
distance between the existing bounding box centroids, CT assumes the new centroids as
the existing object, see step #3 in Fig. 2. It then updates the centroids of the existing object,
and the ID of the bounding box remains the same. Meanwhile, if the newly detected
centroids have a significant Euclidean distance between existing object centroids, CT
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assigns a new ID to the newly detected object because the centroid tracking algorithm
presumes that a given object will only potentially move at a small distance between
subsequent frames, refer to step #4 in Fig. 2. However, if the existing object is out of the
frame, CT de-registers the object ID (Shakhadri , 2021).

Fig. 2. Centroid tracking algorithm tracking steps (Rosebrock, 2018).
Additionally, to track the labor productivity, this study also monitored the duration of
construction workers detected in the video recordings. The timer starts recording when a
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“person” is detected in the video. The time is calculated in seconds with a speed of 10
frames per second. Refer to Fig 3 and Fig 4 for CT and time tracking demonstrations.

Fig. 3 – 5. Refer to Appendix

3.3 Compute Probabilistic Cost Estimate
In the probabilistic cost estimating method, the possible total cost outcomes are derived
from a range of costs and production rates (Reilly et al., 2015). Thus, a range of labor
productivity data collected using MobileNet SSD and CT techniques, and a range of cost
data retrieved from RSMeans (RSMeans, n.d.) were inserted into the probabilistic cost
estimation. This study employed PERT distribution in @Risk software (Palisade, 2018) to
compute the variability of cost outcomes for the open-web steel floor system installation.
As PERT, a beta distribution is considered the best fit for estimating probabilistic
construction cost (Sonmez, 2005).

1. Experiment and Results
4.1 Vision-based Techniques for Labor Productivity Tracking
The tripod with a portable camera was set up at the construction job site to record the openweb steel joist and steel deck installation process. The videos were recorded with a
resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels at 30 frames per second. However, due to the camera's
position and lower resolution, the labor productivity data of open-web steel joist
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installation could not be detected and tracked by the computer vision techniques proposed
in the study, refer to Fig. 5. Thus, ranges of steel joist installation production rates were
obtained from RSMeans and Thomas's study (Thomas et al., 1999, RSMeans, 2016,
RSMeans, 2018, RSMeans 2021, RSMeans 2022).

From the lessons learned, the camera was placed on the second floor of the building to film
the steel deck installation from a close distance. Although the camera was better positioned,
the study still encountered issues, including a small sample size and object detection
inconsistency. Small sample size: the labor productivity data collected could only represent
a single point of the production rate. Hence, the remaining production rates were obtained
from RSMeans (RSMeans, 2016, RSMeans, 2022). Object detection inconsistency: the
MobileNet SSD inconsistency in detecting “person” within the video has affected the
efficiency of the automated labor productivity data collection process. At first sight, the
object detection and object tracking algorithms performed well by detecting all the
construction workers within the video and tracking each construction worker with unique
IDs, see Fig. 6. However, when the MobileNet SSD lost the “person” detections, the
bounding boxes disappeared, CT de-registered the worker’s ID, and the timer stopped
tracking the duration of the workers at work, refer to Fig. 7. If MobileNet SSD detected
the existing worker once more, a new ID was assigned, and the timer started over from
scratch, see Fig. 8. These circumstances had increased the difficulty to track the work
duration and “person” counts. In Fig. 9, it can be seen that after 20 minutes of labor
productivity tracking, the results showed a total of 84 persons detected in the video. The
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workers were tracked for only 70 seconds and 20 seconds, respectively. Thus, some manual
work was done to help with the productivity analysis to complete the study.

Fig. 6 – 11. Refer to Appendix.

The occurrence of deformation and occlusion had caused the object detection issues
aforementioned. The construction environment is dynamic. Deformation generally occurs
when a person is in different poses (Gao et al., 2020). Occlusion happens when the object
is obscured by other things (Zhao et al., 2019). These situations make it difficult for the
object detection model to identify the object. In Fig. 10, a few construction workers were
presented in the video recording. MobileNet SSD has constant detection of the standing
workers but inconsistent detection of the worker who was bending down. It can be seen
that the variation of human poses can affect object detection consistency. Additionally,
partial occlusion can be seen in Fig. 11. A worker partially blocked the other worker in the
video, which aggravated MobileNet SSD's undetectability. Thus, the continuous
occurrence of deformation and occlusion decreased the efficiency of the automated data
collection process.

4.2 Probabilistic Cost Estimation
After the automated productivity data collection, @Risk software was implemented to
compute a range of probable cost outcomes. A probabilistic cost estimate was developed
using the MCS approach to forecast the open-web steel floor system installation costs. The
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installation costs included three main elements: labor, material, and equipment. The ranges
of labor, material, and equipment costs associated with the construction activities were
collected from RSMeans (RSMeans, 2016, RSMeans, 2019, RSMeans 2022).

The installation activities were categorized into open-web steel joist installation and steel
deck installation. Low, high, and most likely steel joist installation labor production rates
were obtained from RSMeans and Thomas's study because no productivity data were
collected on-site (Thomas et al., 1999, RSMeans, 2016, RSMeans, 2018, RSMeans 2021,
RSMeans 2022). For steel deck installation, the most likely scenario employed the labor
productivity data collected using the proposed computer vision techniques as the
production rate matches with the RSMeans database (RSMeans 2022). While the low and
high labor production rates were obtained from RSMeans due to the small sample size
collected (RSMeans, 2016, RSMeans, 2022).

The workers worked an 8-hour shift per day, including 15 minutes quick breaks and 30
minutes lunch breaks. The material and equipment used in the steel joist installation
included K-series open-web steel joists, bridging, a crane, a telescoping boom lift, and a
gas engine. Besides, material cost of 20-gauge steel decks and equipment cost of a gas
engine were accounted for steel deck installation. Quantity take-off was also performed to
estimate the material quantities. The open-web steel floor joists are roughly 28 tons, and
the steel decks are approximately 17,500 SF.
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Fig. 12 shows the simulated total cost to install an open-web steel floor system. The graph
illustrates that the material cost consumed about 82% of the construction costs, while the
labor and equipment contributed 14% and 4% of installation costs, respectively. There are
fewer labor resources required and more material consumption in this case. With a 90%
confidence level, the probable cost outcomes vary from a low of $6.98/SF to a high of
$10.85/SF, with a median cost of $8.73/SF, refer to Fig. 13. Additionally, sensitivity
analysis shows that material is the most influential item in the overall costs of the steel
floor system, see Fig. 14, which provides a complementary interpretation to the Fig. 12
graph. The variability of material costs is assumed to be associated with the uncertainty in
the unit price of steel due to cost fluctuations and international market influences.
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Fig. 12. Simulated most likely scenario total installation costs for open-web steel floor
system.
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Fig. 13.
Probabilistic cost
simulation of steel
floor system.

Fig. 14. Sensitivity analysis comparing the impact of labor, material, and equipment in
the overall installation costs.
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4. Conclusions
Due to the limited assessment to ranges of historical productivity and cost data (Hwang,
2016, Song & AbouRizk, 2008), the robustness of cost estimates is minimal. This study
proposes the utilization of MobileNet SSD and centroid tracker (CT) for automated labor
productivity tracking and the MCS approach to compute a range of probable cost outcomes
as decision support system. The proposed methodologies will improve the effectiveness of
the labor productivity data collection process and better inform the cost estimates that will
aid the decision-making. Labor productivity data for installing an open-web steel floor
system was collected from a construction project located in Lincoln, Nebraska. See the
following findings obtained:
•

MobileNet SSD and CT demonstrated their viability in gathering the construction
labor production data. The productivity data collected using the computer vision
techniques corresponded to the RSMeans database, although the occurrences of
deformation and occlusion decreased the efficiency of the automated data
collection process.

•

MCS technique computed a range of probable costs to install the open-web steel
floor system with a low of $6.98/SF, a high of $10.85/SF, and a median cost of
$8.73/SF.

•

The sensitivity analysis showed that material is the most influential element in the
overall costs of the steel floor system due to the cost uncertainties of steel.

The limitations of this study included a small sample size and inconsistent detection due to
deformation and occlusion. To address these issues, more data should be collected to
improve the reliability of the labor productivity data. Also, multiple cameras should be set
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up at the job site to capture the construction activities from different viewpoints to reduce
deformation and occlusion.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions
5.1 Conclusions
Cost estimators often rely on historical production rates and cost data to craft a cost
estimate. However, cost fluctuates over time. A single-value cost data is not ample to
provide comprehensive cost information to the decision-makers (Chou et al., 2009).
Additionally, historical productivity data collected are inaccurate due to the dynamic
construction environment and different data collection procedures (Song & AbouRizk,
2008). Thus, the author believes that exploring the possible ranges of costs associated with
the construction activities and continuous productivity data collection will increase the
reliability of cost estimates to aid with decision-making. This thesis proposed two main
approaches including probabilistic cost simulation and computer vision techniques to
capture and analyze activity production rate data to improve the accuracy of a cost estimate.

In chapter 2, the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) approach was adopted to simulate
possible cost outcomes of using modular and automated construction methods to fabricate
a novel large-scale concrete structure. A comparative study was conducted to compare the
probabilistic cost outcomes of both construction methods, considering not only costs but
also construction duration and site layout. The study concluded that a combination of
modular and automated construction methods would provide a lower fabrication cost
option with fewer uncertainties. The results of the sensitivity analysis illustrated that labor
is the most influential factor in the overall capital construction costs.
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Chapter 3 introduced a computer vision-based human activity recognition algorithm to
recognize human construction activities at the job site. The study implemented MediaPipe
Pose, a skeletal pose estimation model, to detect labor posture and train the Long ShortTerm Memory recurrent neural network to recognize human activities. Although the study
showed both successful and unsuccessful results in recognizing human activities like
walking, standing, and welding, the experiment demonstrated that the skeleton-based
human activity recognition model could be used to track and monitor labor productivity.

Chapter 4 provided evidence to suggest that computer vision techniques, such as object
detection and object tracking, are able to continuously and automatically collect labor
productivity data. Additionally, the productivity data collected could be inserted into the
cost estimation to build a cost estimate. With the integration of the MCS approach to
computing the probable cost outcomes and sensitive cost factors, the reliability of the cost
estimates was optimized. The study will help the decision-makers better understand the
possible outcomes of their decisions and improve the efficiency of the data collecting
process.

In conclusion, this thesis has demonstrated the practical use of computer vision techniques
to automatically collect construction productivity data and improve data collection
efficiency. Additionally, the computer vision approaches help understand the variability of
labor production rates, which provide crucial information to inform probabilistic cost
estimation. With the proper inputs (ranges of productivity and cost information), the MCS
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approach also presented reliable cost variations and influential factors that help inform
decision-makers to optimize design choices and reduce cost uncertainties during
construction.

5.2 Limitations and Recommendations
In chapter 2, no significant material cost difference was found between the modular and
automated construction methods. Although more material was assumed in the automated
3DCP technique to print stay-in-place formwork that substituted the reusable forming
system, the study recommends further analysis.

Chapter 3 encountered the most common challenges in the computer vision community,
occlusions. Occlusions caused the pose estimation model to overlook some essential key
points that affected the data collection and training process, which is, in turn, decreased the
accuracy of recognizing human activities. To address this issue, additional cameras should
be set up at the construction site with strategic cameras position planning. Furthermore,
more human activity data should be collected from the job site to increase the training
dataset size to obtain more quality results.

By implementing the computer vision techniques, chapter 4 experienced the same
limitations as chapter 3. Occlusions and deformations had limited the performance of the
object detection model to accurately detect construction workers in the field data. The
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restrictions reduced the efficiency of the data collection process. Additionally, the small
sample size also restricted the reliability of labor productivity data collected. Thus, more
data should be collected, additional cameras should be installed from different angles, and
appropriate planning should be done before collecting data.
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